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Introduction
The financial report is the written summary of the enterprise economic activities [1] . On the one hand, financial report truthfully reflect the financial position and operating results of an enterprise, on the other hand, it can provide the relevant financial analysis to financial report users. With the change of social economic environment, the study of accounting measurement is also constantly explored by the community, and the form and content of the financial report also constantly adjusted [2] . In 1938, the United States established the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles used to standardize the financial statements of listed companies. Bell suggested changing the measurement model of fixed assets, from the historical cost measurement to the replacement cost measurement in 1961. Research has revealed the fact that the future cash flow discount model can reflect the performance of enterprises (CICA, 2000) . Studies revealed the criterion definition of fair value for the first time in the financial accounting standards bulletin no.157-fair value [3] . (FASB, 2006) . In 2007, the international accounting standards committee released the latest "fair value" rules. [4] In 2006, our country enterprise accounting standards of fair value measurement was introduced. The government issued a formal "accounting standards for enterprises no. 39-fair value measurement" in 2014. It not only expands the application of fair value accounting system in our country but also changes the content and form of the financial statements. However, the financial report still cannot reflect the fair value of some project, for example, when the fair value of fixed assests rising [5] . The article explores the improvement and innovation of the current Financial Report Model based on the target theory and the accounting information quality requirements of financial report, and put forward some suggestions for improving the financial report under the Fair Value Measurement mode.
Rationale The Financial Report Goal Theory
Financial report is the summary of the enterprise economic business activities and financial reporting goals has a profound impact on financial reporting mode.
With the development of social economy, the theory of financial goal is developing. The accounting goal theory of our nation mainly have entrusting liability viewpoints and useful viewpoints of policy-making, which put effort to provide accounting information of enterprise financial position, operating results and cash flows and reflect the industry management fiduciary duties to perform, to help users of financial reports to make economic decisions. In order to achieve such a financial report goal, financial report must give stakeholders to provide reliable, relevant and timely financial reporting information under the Fair Value Measurement mode [6] .
The Quality of Financial Reporting Information
The quality of financial reporting information characteristics includes reliability, relevance, understandability, comparability and substance over form, importance, cautious and timeliness and so on.
In the current financial reporting mode in our nation is given priority to with the historical cost and the fair value is complementary. The historical cost mainly emphasizes on reliability. However, the reliability of volatile asset hold for long time is mainly reflected in the real purchase price not the real current value. Fair value mainly reflects the correlation, related to the market, the policy makers, and the future, to meet the requirements of the stakeholders in terms of timeliness.
Method The Current Financial Reporting Model in China
The existing financial reporting mode, in fact, is based on historical cost, fair value complementary, a variety of fair value measurement attributes of incompleting. Final, tradable financial assets and the investment real estate are measured by fair value, the fixed assets and intangible assets are measured by net worth after considering impairment in the balance sheet. Part to changes in fair value has been recognized as the rights and interests, was confirmed as part of the profits and losses.
A New Economic Environment Faced with the Financial Reports of Enterprises in China
Recently, Great changes have taken place in our social economy and a new economic environment is faced with the financial reports of enterprises in China.
The Economic Is Booming and Age of Big Data Is Coming. In recent years, the fair value of the assets gets easier with the market economy developing, the reform of shareholding system deepening, and the development of assets appraisal industry valuation technology improving.
Business diversification stakeholders require to improve the quality of financial information. Compared with the historical cost, fair value can provide more timely financial information
The Shortcomings of the Current Financial Report Mode in China
The financial information financial report provided has some disadvantages. The financial information is Imperfection. Some assests is still measured by the historical cost when the value is rising. Most of the assets in accordance with the historical cost measurement cannot be measured in time and be reflected exactly.
The improvement of All financial projects are measured by fair value as a complement On the basis of the current financial statements in the next balance sheet (Table1) and text note (Table 2) , we will make some improvement by the fair value. It is important to reflect the fair value of some assests in detail. Let us give an example to reflect each fixed assests' value. 
Conclusions
We can draw the following conclusions by comparing and analyzing the above report model
The current financial report mode has advantages and disadvantages. In view of the impact and objective reality in China, mainly used in the accounting practice in our country at present stage to reduce the influence of price changes in the traditional financial accounting practices Generally speaking.
In western countries, there a trend to adopt the Price Variation Accounting Model replacing the historical cost accounting.
It is essential to adopt the price variation accounting model considering the characteristics of the price change under the inflation situation.
Different enterprise can adopt different accounting mole to reflect the influence of the value variation. We can clearly know the fair value through the report improved.
